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According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, smoking causes approximately 178,000 premature deaths among women annually in the USA. In 1965, the absolute smoking prevalence among women was 18% below men; in 1993 that difference narrowed to 5% and has remained at 5% as of 2002. The 2001 US Surgeon General’s report on women and smoking documented aggressive tobacco marketing targeting females, and concluded that tobacco marketing is a factor influencing susceptibility and to initiation of smoking among girls.

While tobacco industry marketing to women has been recognised, prior studies do not provide insight into the internal processes of the tobacco industry while researching, designing, testing, executing, and monitoring the success of marketing campaigns. A 1998 settlement from the Minnesota state litigation against the tobacco industry and the subsequent 1998 Master Settlement Agreement resulted in the release of millions of pages of previously secret tobacco industry documents, which provide an opportunity to analyse tobacco marketing campaigns targeting females from “inside” the industry. Such analyses may reveal how the industry accomplishes its goals, what elements tobacco companies view as critical to successful campaigns, and the industry’s self-identified weaknesses and failures.

We analysed tobacco industry documents regarding Virginia Slims, the first and most successful brand marketed exclusively to women in the USA. As of 2004, this brand continued to be one of Philip Morris (PM) USA’s four “focus brands” (along with Marlboro, Parliament, and Basic), and it is also marketed internationally. While there is an extensive literature on the importance of Virginia Slims as the first successful “women’s brand”, this literature is based on an analysis of advertising campaigns along with assessments of their effects on smoking among women. To date, no one has provided an analysis of Virginia Slims from the perspective of the people developing and marketing the brand using the tobacco industry documents. We analysed internal tobacco industry documents to describe the strategic planning and marketing research that guided campaign development, and how PM honed strategies to market to women during the 35 year history of this brand.

Virginia Slims’ early success was attributed primarily to its advertising campaign. Philip Morris’s flagship “You’ve Come a Long Way, Baby” campaign resonated strongly with the values of young women during the 1970s and was utilised for multiple advertising campaigns. The strength of this campaign’s connection to the feminist movement led to an identity crisis for the brand in the early 1990s. Philip Morris observed that the brand had lost relevance to young women, who no longer identified with the “brand personality” (that is, the aspirational image the brand conveyed) that had been built over the prior two decades. Virginia Slims also faced increased competition from new female brands with more contemporary images and lower prices. In response to this threat, PM conducted extensive market research focused on young females and smoking, and engaged in several efforts to regain market share, including developing Virginia Slims Kings, a line extension designed to appeal specifically to young females. Nonetheless, PM had difficulty using a single brand image to both retain loyal (aging) Virginia Slims smokers and attract new younger smokers.
METHODS
We searched tobacco industry documents from the archives of the University of California, San Francisco Legacy Tobacco Documents Library (legacy.library.ucsf.edu), and Tobacco Documents Online (www.tobaccodocuments.org). Tobacco industry documents and internet sites (Philip Morris, www.pmtdocs.com; RJ Reynolds, www.rjrtdocs.com; Lorillard, www.lorillarddocs.com; and Brown & Williamson, www.bwdocs.com) were searched for relevant material. When documents could not be retrieved from the non-industry sites, these documents were made public as a result of the 1998 settlement of the Minnesota state litigation against the tobacco industry and the ensuing 1998 Master Settlement Agreement.

Searches were conducted between June 2003 and May 2004. Initial search terms included the brand name “Virginia Slims” with terms to identify research, such as “study,” “research,” “focus group,” or “qualitative,” and terms to identify marketing strategies, such as “marketing report,” “strategy,” “plan,” or “market share.” Initial searches yielded thousands of documents for the initial search term “Virginia Slims” yielded 191,420 “hits”); those related to marketing Virginia Slims were selected. Searches were repeated and focused using standard techniques.

Further “snowball” searches for contextual information on relevant documents were conducted using names, project titles, competing brand names (such as Capri and Munsingwears), keywords, dates, and reference (Bates) numbers. This analysis is based on a collection of approximately 570 research reports, presentations, memorandums, advertisements, and plans, which were analysed in detail. The bulk of the retrieved documents are from Philip Morris Tobacco Company, the maker of Virginia Slims; we included documents from other tobacco companies when they addressed competition with Virginia Slims. We focused especially on internal strategic planning and market share, and other marketing research that guided campaign development. Both authors independently reviewed the documents and wrote summary memoranda. Common themes were identified and discussed; differences were resolved primarily by gathering additional data (for example, if two conflicting documents were found, other documents were retrieved in an effort to find support for one of the two documents). Information found in industry documents was triangulated with data from searches of the published literature, tobacco company annual reports, online search engines (such as Google), and advertising archives available online (such as the Richard Pollay advertising collection (http://roswell.tobaccodocuments.org/pollay/dirdet.cfm) or www.trinketsandtrash.org).

RESULTS
Virginia Slims: early history and overview of the brand
A 1967 PM presentation on Virginia Slims notes that women had been an important part of the cigarette market since Lucky Strike’s “Reach for a Lucky instead of a sweet” campaign in the 1920s, but despite several prior attempts, no cigarette made exclusively for women had yet found success. A 1969 PM memo states that before the 1960s, although the proportion of female smokers was growing, advertising had been aimed mainly at men with women constituting an incidental part of the campaign. The cigarette product that was marketed as Virginia Slims was inspired by American Tobacco Company’s Silva Thins, the first thin cigarette on the market in 1967, which was not targeted to women. The Leo Burnett Agency, PM’s primary advertising consultant, which was “working on the idea of a women’s cigarette” for them, seized on the observation that “women saw a style feature to the slim length” to develop the Virginia Slims campaign. A 1969 memo from Edward J Gray, director of marketing research for PM International, to Milton L Rusk, director of marketing for PM International, explains that Virginia Slims and Virginia Slims were developed with a specific market segment in mind:

“The concept for a consumer segment did precede the development of the reduced diameter cigarette...research and creativity worked together for both Silva Thins and Virginia Slims. In both instances the usual process was reversed. Historically, the products were developed by the manufacturing people and then tested or then turned over to market to sell. In the case of the thin cigarettes, the concept of a market segment came first and then the development of the product.”

Research conducted in late 1968 by PM’s competitor, the American Tobacco Company, noted that “advertising was easily the most important reason offered by women smoking Virginia Slims” for trying the brand, a phenomenon that was also found in several PM studies.

The Leo Burnett Agency developed the “You’ve come a long way, baby” campaign in 1968. This campaign utilised women’s rights to highlight the difference between men and women in a “fun” way. Both Leo Burnett and PM regarded the “brand personality” as the key to Virginia Slims’ success. Prior unsuccessful appeals to women had emphasised cosmetic, romantic, or only physical characteristics of the cigarette. Although female brands were introduced after Virginia Slims, such as Eve (1970) or Satin (1983), many did not establish a relatable brand personality; this was a critical difference according to a 1986 PM presentation that reflected on the development of Virginia Slims in the 1960s and 1970s:

What did the excellent creative do to this concept, was to offer something that EVE and SATIN never did – brand personality. A brand that was feminine but was non-threatening. It was “user-friendly.” The women were women who could make choices but had not lost their femininity. The brand was aspirational...

Philip Morris’s early assessments of Virginia Slims’s performance showed advertising recall, brand awareness, trial rate, and conversion rate were all “impressively high”. Sales of Virginia Slims increased steadily since its introduction, and PM regarded achieving a market share of 1% nationally as a “smashing success”. Over the next 20 years, Virginia Slims showed a steady growth in market share (fig 1).

During the 1970s, Virginia Slims’s success was also noted by PM’s competitors. A 1979 RJ Reynolds review of the women’s cigarette market and analysis of Virginia Slims’s success notes women smokers grew from 45% to 48% of total smokers and their volume contribution to the cigarette market grew from 41% to 45% between 1970 and 1979. RJ Reynolds also found that awareness and recall of Virginia Slims was particularly strong among young women (age 18–34 years) and was further supported by a consistent central advertising campaign idea, “You’ve come a long way, Baby”, which had not changed since 1968. In addition to cigarettes, branded non-tobacco items and sports sponsorship reinforced the brand image as early as 1970. RJ Reynolds found that premium branded items, such as the Book of Days engagement calendar, which was introduced in 1971, were “quality products at a reasonable price” that “evoked a good
feeling about the product from consumers” and “went along with the brand and its image”.18 In 1976, Virginia Slims offered a tennis sweater and jersey in association with the brand’s sponsorship of tennis tournaments.18

Line extensions were another source of market growth, especially during the 1980s.19 Virginia Slims’s sales increased by 37.4% and market share grew from 1.6% to 2.2% in three months after the introduction of Virginia Slims Lights in 1979.20 Between 1979 and 1989, Virginia Slims brand share grew fairly steadily, bolstered by the introduction of line extensions such as Virginia Slims Ultra Lights and Virginia Slims Superslims.19 These line extensions were progressively slimmer, longer, and lower in tar and nicotine, which implied to consumers that they were healthier, addressing health concerns of many smokers.21–23 The 1989 Superslims line extension attempted to address both health and greater socially acceptability, advertising 70% less sidestream smoke.24 25 After 1990, additional line extensions did not appear to improve Virginia Slims overall market share (fig 2).

A 1989 Leo Burnett report recognised that between 1985 and 1988, Virginia Slims share among younger women (age 18–24 years) dropped from 11.1% to 9.3% with “Marlboro and Newport grabbing larger share of young market than in the early 80’s”.26 In addition, the size of the female 18–24 year old population who smoked was decreasing; “only 13% of female smokers are age 18–24 now, as opposed to almost 16% in 1985”.27 As fig 1 illustrates, between 1990 and 1993 Virginia Slims market share declined for the first time in the brand’s history.

The crisis and competition Virginia Slims faced in the early 1990s
After experiencing gains in market share and growth for approximately 21 years, Virginia Slims started to show steady declines in market share beginning in 1990.26 In the early 1990s new brands like Misty also began to compete with both feminine image and discount prices.26 This crisis for the brand elicited a strong response from PM and Leo Burnett.27 First, PM and Leo Burnett assessed “how image was communicated and perceived”27 because the aspirational image was considered key to the brand’s growth. The second critical issue PM identified was that this decline in market share was “led by severe erosion among YAFS [Young Adult Female Smokers], followed by softening among 25–34”, and “YAFS were of particular importance given they represented [and] foreshadowed the brand’s long-term performance”.27

Philip Morris identified the Capri and Misty brands as two of Virginia Slims’ major competitors. In 1993, of the competitive female brands, Capri spent the most on advertising media,28 and most women who switched brands from Virginia Slims switched to Misty.26 Brown & Williamson Tobacco Company had introduced Capri nationally in 1988,29 and many of the early Capri advertisements were very similar to Virginia Slims, featuring fashionable, glamorous women.30 In 1990, American Tobacco Company introduced the female brand Misty, with advertisements that evoked a young image:

- The MISTY SLIMS smoker is believed [sic] to be a young, recreational/social smoker. However, Female Brand smokers thought any woman could smoke MISTY SLIMS. So while the image may be that of a younger woman, the Brand appeals to women of all ages.
- The “PUNK” campaign definitely projects MISTY SLIMS fashionability, trendiness and an image of a younger smoker.31

In addition, Misty was offered at discount prices.26 In 1994 Brown & Williamson’s parent company, British American Tobacco: first published as 10.1136/tc.2004.008953 on 27 May 2005.
Tobacco, purchased American Tobacco Company and took over management of its brands, including Misty. A 1995 Misty brand plan recognized that the image attributes of both Misty and Capri created an opportunity to “divide and conquer” Virginia Slims (fig 3).

**PM’s response to the Virginia Slims identity crisis**

Qualitative market research

In 1989 PM and Leo Burnett undertook a series of qualitative image studies to better understand the reasons for Virginia Slims’s decline among young women. This underscores the central importance of the brand’s aspirational image. PM needed to discover why the images that worked so well in the 1970s and 1980s began to fail. It was particularly important to discover why young females were no longer responding positively to Virginia Slims marketing. We identified 11 studies devoted to this problem; the five studies discussed here illustrate important problems with which PM struggled.

Marketing Perceptions, Inc. conducted a study in March 1991 entitled “Exploring attitudes, lifestyles and generational statements of young adult women.” This study found that Virginia Slims’s signature slogan “You’ve come a long way, Baby” had little or no relevance to the women sampled. Among these women top priorities were:

- Money, material acquisitions, a good job (pays well, more so than gratifies)...
- Fears: Risks with commitment to relationships, marriage, children...
- Social activism, political statements: None.

The formerly uniting theme of social activism now possessed no relevance for young female smokers, and in some circumstances was a turn off. Regarding respondents’ views on women’s rights, they found that “Virginia Slims ‘rallying cry’ (that is, the signature slogan) seems to have little relevance as a social statement or as an aspirational or ‘acquired’ image”.

Importantly, they often viewed the “Women’s Movement” negatively, seeing it as “something that happened in the 60’s, aggressive women protesting, burning bras, ‘trying to open job opportunities’”. These women said that they could not picture themselves protesting anything, and they “were so narrowly focused to self and immediate circles of friends that they have no sense of...
Introducing Virginia Slims Kings

One direct response to the erosion of young adult female smokers entering the Virginia Slims franchise was the creation of the line extension, Virginia Slims Kings. PM began conducting research on this new product, which had a shorter length and larger circumference than the traditional slim cigarette, as early as June 1991, and found that the concept of Virginia Slims Kings was received positively: “[the] name still implies feminine...although not as feminine or upscale as 100's more typical of the average female smoker.” It appears that PM wanted to keep the Virginia Slims name and create a unique campaign relevant to young women.

In a qualitative study from December 1991, “as part of a long range effort to attract new consumers to the Virginia Slims (VS) brand”, exploratory research was commissioned to explore reactions to cigarettes of different circumstances and length. The primary outcome of this study was that there was interest in the new product: “A respondent in an ‘older’ smokers group summed up the major finding for this study: ‘Now there’s a chance to have a woman’s cigarette that’s not prissy.’”

According to PM, ideally the new product:

would allow the following to happen: Women would have the option of a ‘feminine’ cigarette, in terms of taste and image, but it would have the ‘look’ of a non-feminine cigarette in public. The image of VS products as ‘looking prissy’ and appealing to a certain kind of female smoker (upscale, older, white collar, sophisticated, etc.) would shift, and a new user might be created from the rank and file of other brands [including Marlboro Light].

This is exactly what Virginia Slims needed in the early 1990s—a new image that would appeal to young females.

PM correspondence from Virginia Slims brand manager Carl Cohen to Suzanne LeVan, the vice president of marketing for premium brands, from 31 March 1993 discussed the development of Virginia Slims Kings. The segment being marketed to is explicitly stated, with a mention of a desire for discounted pricing: “The primary target audience is women smokers 18–24...Volume is likely to source from many brands, especially with the recommended discount pricing. Marlboro and Newport have the largest volume bases [among women 18–24], while discount brand [sic] show the most momentum.”

Some of the later documents discussing Virginia Slims Kings increase the age of the target audience. A 1995 presentation plans to reach out to “transitional 21 to 29 year old young adult women.” In a PM memo from Alina Rothman to Mary Jo Gennaro dated 15 December 1999, a Virginia Slims Kings 2000 event objective is stated to “generate awareness and increase Virginia Slims appeal among competitive adult female smokers [that is, smokers of a brand other than Virginia Slims] 21–29 years of age.”

Two PM memos from Jody Begley to Connie Bulanda from January 2000 indicate they intend to reach “25–34 year old female smokers.” The reason for the shift to targeting 21–29 and 25–34 year olds instead of 18–24 year olds, as originally planned in the early 1990s, is not explicitly stated.

Although a product launch in the third quarter of 1993 was discussed in earlier documents, there are 1995 PM memos and documents regarding a Virginia Slims Kings launch in October 1996. It appears that the product launch was pushed back. In a document entitled “Virginia Slims Kickoff Meeting” from 17 November 1995 the erosion of young adult female smokers is presented in a chart that depicts the percentage of women broken down by age categories (fig 4), which shows that Virginia Slims is in the top five brands.
Virginia Slims ranks among the top 5 brands among women smokers. However, it is #5 among 18-24 year old women.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age Group</th>
<th>18-24</th>
<th>25-29</th>
<th>30-34</th>
<th>35-44</th>
<th>45-54</th>
<th>55-64</th>
<th>65+</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1) Marlboro</td>
<td>Marlboro</td>
<td>Marlboro</td>
<td>Marlboro</td>
<td>Marlboro</td>
<td>Marlboro</td>
<td>Marlboro</td>
<td>Marlboro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2) Newport</td>
<td>Newport</td>
<td>Newport</td>
<td>V. Slims</td>
<td>Winston</td>
<td>Salem</td>
<td>Salem</td>
<td>Salem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3) Camel</td>
<td>V. Slims</td>
<td>V. Slims</td>
<td>Salem</td>
<td>Salem</td>
<td>Winston</td>
<td>Doral</td>
<td>B&amp;H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4) Basic</td>
<td>Doral</td>
<td>Salem</td>
<td>Doral</td>
<td>Doral</td>
<td>Doral</td>
<td>V. Slims</td>
<td>V. Slims</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5) V. Slims</td>
<td>Salem</td>
<td>Doral</td>
<td>Winston</td>
<td>V. Slims</td>
<td>V. Slims</td>
<td>Winston</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

% of Women Smokers: 12.7% 10.7% 14.5% 25.5% 18.4% 10.4% 7.8%

Images which fit with a regular-size cigarette and were appealing/aspirational to female king-size smokers include: Strong and empowered women (confident; competent; in control); Bold women who speak their mind; Women viewed as individuals (comfortable with ‘who I am’). Female smokers appreciated images which celebrate women’s strength, rather than images which were perceived as ‘putting down men.’

In a PM memo discussing this research, specific campaigns that were viewed favourably were “the most successful in communicating images of ‘female strength’ and empowered women in control”. Thus, in 1998, eight years after Virginia Slims’s signature campaign modelled on the “feminist movement” failed, new campaigns appear to focus on “female strength”, while discarding the “brand” of feminism.

PM planned to test market Virginia Slims Kings in Atlanta and New Orleans in October/November of 2000, and Virginia Slims Kings was launched in late 2000. The launch plan included Bar Awareness Events, which were designed to generate awareness among young 21-29 year old smokers, and to generate names for a mailing list. A team of merchandisers were to visit 24 clubs and bars to get female adult smokers to complete a survey to enter a drawing to win tickets for a Macy Gray concert and a chance to be put on the VIP list. The concert and bar promotions were carried out in Atlanta and New Orleans. The most recent Virginia Slims Kings document found was a PM retail creative brief from 27 March 2001 planning a buy one, get one free retail promotion in Atlanta and New Orleans in November 2001. There is no indication in the documents searched as to the final disposition of Virginia Slims Kings after the test markets.

Difficult appealing to both younger and older females

Several promotional strategies were used during the 1990s in an effort to both maintain loyal, older Virginia Slims smokers and to try to acquire younger female competitive smokers. These campaigns included “Spa Days”, the “Book of Days”, “V-Wear”, internet marketing, and direct mailings like the “Opinion Poll”. The V-Wear promotion serves as an illustration of the difficulty PM had trying to market to both younger and older smokers.

Beginning around 1992 and continuing until at least 2001, the V-Wear campaign, which was a direct mailing catalogue with an assortment of branded items, included the use of direct mail, retail advertisements, print media, featured select items, and carton inserts. PM correspondence from 9 December 1992 between manager of premium brands, Shari Teitelbaum, and manager of promotions services for Virginia Slims, Barbara Trach, states the programme was very appealing to women in the sample: “These women liked the fact that this was a catalogue geared especially toward women—the female counterpart of Camel Cash.”
However, a 1993 Marketing Perceptions study on V-Wear also found, “Some women rejected the items as ‘too young-adult looking’ (early 20’s); ‘too trendy’ (‘I don’t follow the fads’); and, especially most of the clothing, ‘too nightclubbish’ (‘I don’t go out at night that much anymore’).” A 7 September 1993 memo from Jeanne Bonhomme, Director of program development information marketing and sales for PM, to Clark Murray summarising this study stated that some respondents felt vintage clothing contradicted “‘You’ve Come a Long Way, Baby’, the brand’s unofficial slogan.” In these 1993 promotions, it appears Virginia Slims struggled to market to their loyal, older franchise while simultaneously appealing to the young. Nonetheless, V-Wear promotions continued in 1994, 1997, and at least through 2001.

The appealing to the young. Nonetheless, V-Wear promotions market to their loyal, older franchise while simultaneously promoting to the young. Nonetheless, V-Wear promotions continued in 1994, 1997, and at least through 2001. The programme objectives continued to be to “leverage the Virginia Slims brand essence to reward and maintain long-term relationships with our franchise ...”.

**DISCUSSION**

Prior studies have described the marketing activities targeting women using female oriented brand images, and how tobacco products have been targeted at females through extensive marketing in female oriented media (for example, *Vogue* magazine) both in the USA and in Europe. There is also evidence that these media outlets report very little about the health hazards of smoking.

Indeed, Ernster et al note the industry pays in excess of $5 billion per year to market to women in the USA alone. Additionally, the introduction of cigarette brands targeted specifically to women in the late 1960s was associated with an enormous increase in female smoking. Nonetheless, prior studies on marketing to women primarily provide a synopsis of advertising activities and what the campaigns achieved; they often surmise the tobacco industry’s intent from the advertising content.

This paper provides one of the first analyses of marketing to women from the tobacco industry’s point of view. Our study adds to a prior industry documents study describing marketing to working class women by discussing the evolution of female brands. As a signature female brand, Virginia Slims has been studied since its inception in 1966; the 2001 Surgeon General’s Report on women and smoking describes Virginia Slims as “A case study in marketing success”. This analysis shows that despite its success, Virginia Slims experienced a major crisis in the early 1990s that led to substantial internal research and efforts to remake the brand spanning at least 10 years.

The early 1990s decline in Virginia Slims market share among 18 to 24 year olds prompted extensive PM research to understand why the brand had lost relevance to young women and how it could regain its popularity. The extensive efforts to recruit young adult females, including launching the Virginia Slims Kings line extension, reinforce prior research showing that young adults are both essential to the tobacco industry, and vulnerable to these strategies. These efforts also coincide with the rise in young adult smoking rates observed in the late 1990s.

The Virginia Slims Kings bar nights described in this analysis echo tobacco industry young adult bar promotions detailed in prior studies.

Our analysis of Virginia Slims also provides a detailed look at the aspirational images PM attempted to sell. One prior study using tobacco industry documents to illustrate targeting of women also found that the “product” being sold to women is self image. We found that the problem that PM faced in the 1990s was that Virginia Slims’ brand “personality”—aspirational images of feminism, emotional independence, and social activism—was no longer relevant to young women. The strong brand image that served Virginia Slims well in the 1970s and 1980s became a liability in the 1990s as the values of young women evolved. This image was also very difficult to change, as PM wanted to recruit younger female smokers while at the same time retaining its “loyal” older smokers. Although their efforts to recruit the youngest females may not have been entirely successful (as of June 2004 Virginia Slims Kings was not present in the market), PM has managed to update the look and feel of the Virginia Slims brand. In 2001, Virginia Slims advertising featured aspirational self affirming messages, such as “I am my own secret admirer” and continued its “loyalty building” promotions, such as the V-Wear catalogue.

There are several potential limitations to this study. The large volume of tobacco industry documents and the inefficiency of their indexing make it difficult to be sure all relevant documents were found. We attempted to triangulate this data with outside sources, such as documenting the execution of advertising plans with published advertisements found in archives. This study focused on the evolution of a single brand; the tobacco industry may have pursued other strategies to market to women not included in this study. The qualitative studies discussed are subject to the limitations of those who conducted and reported the research, although it appears to meet industry standards of quality, and it was apparently the basis for multi-million dollar marketing decisions.

Most of the published literature that includes Virginia Slims still focuses on the slogan “You’ve come a long way, baby” and feminist imagery (for example, Richmond, 2003) even though this slogan and image lost relevance for the brand over a decade ago. Tobacco control research and counter-marketing efforts must address the newer images that have been developed to appeal to young women. For example, public outcry over the Virginia Slims 2000 “Find Your Voice” campaign, which featured exotic images of women of colour, resulted in the quick erosion of the positive imagery for the brand. A better understanding of tobacco industry strategies will ideally allow tobacco control efforts to anticipate the tobacco industry, rather than only reacting in response to its activities. Historically, PM was threatened by the view that the Virginia Slims image was outdated. As the prevalence of smoking begins to decrease among young women in the USA, there is a new opportunity for public...
health campaigns to frame tobacco brand images and smoking as outdated and increasingly unpopular.

Finally, note that Virginia Slims, while an emblematic female brand, is only 5.5% of the female cigarette market, much less than Marlboro, which has 38.6%. Youth brands such as Marlboro and Newport have increasingly become the brands that recruit new young female smokers. Tobacco control programmes for young women should consider not only the exclusively female brands, but also the “unisex” brands and the associated mindsets and aspirations that are equally popular among young men and women.
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